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Montreal, September 25, 2011

Dear participant,
The Organizing Committee of this year’s conference of the Biolinguistic Network, New
Perspectives on Language Creativity: Composition and Recursion, is pleased to
welcome you and wishes you a pleasant stay in Montreal.
We thank you for your active participation to the Conference, which, we hope, will further
advence our understanding of factors central to the computational procedure that gives rise
to the discrete infinity of language.
Regards,

On behalf of the Organizing Committee
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INVITED PAPERS

Language Creativity in Numerals
Anna Maria Di Sciullo, UQAM
Given minimalist assumptions, language creativity is the conjunction of the composition
operation and a recursive procedure. I assume that the composition operation derives
asymmetric structures, and I consider the consequences of this hypothesis for language
creativity. I focus on the derivation of complex numerals and show that asymmetry in
complementation and adjunction, mediated by a small set of unpronounced operators,
contribute to language creativity. I take a single application of the recursive operation to be
an instance of language creativity, and consider the properties of domains with limited
recursion. I argue that the limitations are attributed to interface requirements. I propose that
the difference in recursion between argument structure and adjunct structure follow from the
fact that only the first qualifies as a unit of interpretation. I draw parallels with the asymmetry
of recursive systems in biology.

Neural Correlates of the Semantics of Mathematical Logic
Roland Friedrich,
Humboldt University Berlin and Max Planck Institute Leipzig
Mathematics as a higher cognitive function in humans is supported by parietal and prefrontal
brain systems. Here we give an integrative account of the role of the different brain systems
in processing semantics of mathematical logic. We show, based on fMRI experiments, that
the fronto-parietal network is modulated by the semantic domain over which formulae are
interpreted by comparing algebraic and arithmetic formulae of identical underlying structure.
Within this network the prefrontal cortex represents a system with three major components,
namely control, logic and short-term memory. This system operates and controls data
provided by two other systems, which work in a top-down respectively bottom-up fashion.
Whereas the first one is located bilaterally in the dorsal parietal cortex the second involves
ventral parietal aspects of the cortex but also hippocampal structures. The division into a
ventral and a dorsal interacting fronto-parietal network is closely related to the
declarative/procedural model in language.

Delayed Merge in L1 Acquisition as a Problem of Biolinguistics and Molecular Genetics
Peter Kosta, University of Potsdam,
Diego Gabriel Krivochen, Universidad Nacional de La Plata, Argentina, and
Hartmut Peters, Institut für Humangenetik der Charité, Berlin
The present talk tries to give some general insights about Language acquisition and
impairments from a Radically Minimalist point of view (Krivochen, 2011a, b, c, d; Kosta et.al.,
5

2011). This theory tries to integrate the study of Language into the study of general physical
systems, under the assumption that, if the thesis that Language is a “part of the natural
world” is on the right track, it is ultimately a physical system and, optimally, it must obey the
same very basic principles.
Our goal, from a theoretical point of view, will be to develop a stipulation-free theory about
the generative capacity in the human mind and explain the specificity of the so-called
“Language Faculty” from the interaction between that general-purpose working area in which
Merge applies blindly and unboundedly and the relevant interfaces, PF and LF.
On the empirical side, we will concentrate on highly controversial phenomena, namely the
recursion mechanism and internal and external merge in normal and impaired language
acquisition and development of 1,8 to 12,5 aged children. This inquiry will lead us to review
the current views on Merge, Move and so-called “empty categories”, pursuing a model as
minimalist as it can be, in both a substantive and a methodological level.

Human Reference
Nirmalangshu Mukherji, University of Delhi
Most forms of language-use depend on our ability to use language to refer, even if we agree
with Chomsky that the primary function of language is construction of ‘inner thought’ to
enable humans to, say, plan ahead, thus giving selectional advantage to the species. This
use of language will not have survival value if the human mind created mostly fictions. It is in
the real connections with the world—reference—that our plans and goals have a chance.
Are there mechanisms internal to the human language system that endow humans with a
distinct form of referential ability?
The topic will be discussed with a focus on what philosophers call Singular Thoughts that
enable a creature to pick out, identify, or otherwise refer to an individual object. There is no
reason why a chimpanzee cannot have singular thoughts about its nest, the nearest pond,
the currently preferred mate, etc. What is the general structure of those thoughts? I will
argue that singular thoughts of chimpanzees can be explained without endowing these
creatures with Singular Terms such as names, definite descriptions, and demostrative
phrases. The presence of singular terms in human language not only gives a uniquely
human shape to human singular thoughts, it ensures that such thoughts are shared between
conspecifics. The sound of singular terms is essential for human language, it is not
‘ancillary.’

Creativity at the Interfaces
Edward Stabler, UCLA
Fluent speech is typically interpreted word-by-word, as it is heard, and also monitored by the
speaker as it is produced. Since the first words of a sentence often do not form a constituent,
the ability to incrementally interpret what we hear or say is not constituent-based in the way
standard generative mechanisms of grammar are. And matters seem to be further
complicated by specific grammatical assumptions about the timing of derivational steps,
lexical insertion, phases, etc. In spite of these issues, the step from compositional grammar
may be quite straightforward. This paper presents new, remarkably simple perspectives on
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how recursive mechanisms of grammar could be transparently implemented in linguistic
performance.

An Element-theoretical Approach to Cohesion and Repulsion in Syntax
Henk van Riemsdijk, Tilburg University
There is a (rather marginal) line of research in syntax that is concerned with, on the one
hand, the internal cohesion of (extended) projections in terms of categorial identity (CIT: cf.
Grimshaw (1991, 2005) and Van Riemsdijk (1990, 1998)) and, on the other hand, the
repulsion of maximal phrases in the vicinity of categorially similar heads. Hoekstra (1984)
proposed the Unlike Category Constraint, Van Riemsdijk (1988) argued that Hoekstra's UCC
should be replaced by the Unlike (Categorial) Feature Constraint (UFC: *[+N][+N] and
*[+V][+V]). In Van Riemsdijk (1998) an attempt was made to unify the CIT and the UFC, but
the attempt largely failed. In my presentation I will suggest that the failure was due to the
formulation of the CIT and the UFC in terms of the usual binary, equipollent features [±N,
±V]. An idea presented in my 1988 paper in monovalued privative features was strongly
neglected. An element-theoretic approach will be proposed that will link ideal templates like
CVCVCV to NVNVNV and will solidify the extension of the OCP from phonology to syntax.
This element-theoretical account (cf. Harris and Lindsey 1995) purports to elucidate one of
the most basic organizational principles governing linguistic structures.

PAPERS

Cortical and Subcortical Bilingual Aphasia
Mahmoud Reza Azarpazhooh, Mashhad University of Medical Sciences,
Nader Jahangiri, Ferdowsi University of Mashhad, and
Maryam Ghaleh, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand
Linguistic study of bi-/multilingual aphasics and the observation of different patterns of
recovery have revealed that the cerebral organization of languages in bi-/multilinguals is
much more complicated than in monolinguals and still has lots of undiscovered aspects. In
the present study, the linguistic performances of six bi-/multilingual aphasics have been
assessed by means of bilingual aphasia test. Based on the limited collected data, it was
suggested that: 1-all of the languages of a multilingual may not always impaired to the same
extent and might not recover with a single pattern, 2-patient’s age, proficiency, education
and languages might not correlate with the pattern of recovery, 3-lesion site and aphasia
type may correlate with the pattern of recovery, 4-in bilinguals, language is subcortically
lateralized in the left hemisphere, 5- the age of second language acquisition might affect
cortical and subcortical organization of languages, 6-in early bilinguals, both languages are
perhaps lateralized in the left hemisphere, however, if the second language is learned in an
older age, right hemisphere may be more involved, 7-in nonparallel recovery patterns, the
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best recovered languages perhaps are not the most fluent ones or the dominant languages
of patients’ environment.

Foreign Accent Syndrome: A Rare Case of Altered Accent
Mahmoud Reza Azarpazhooh, Mashhad University of Medical Sciences,
Shahla Sharifi, Ferdowsi University of Mashhad, Ali Reza Alehashemi, Islamic Azad
University of Mashhad, Milad Ghaleh, Ferdowsi University of Mashhad
Foreign accent syndrome (FAS) is a rare kind of language disorder that causes a change in
patient’s accent making it sound foreign or, in rare cases, altered. In the present paper the
language disorders of a rare case of regionally altered accent following a tempo-parietal lesion
has been studied by means of a Farsi version of Aphasia Test and Praat software for acoustic
analysis of patient’s speech. It was concluded that patient’s change of accent was mainly due to
the alteration of his speech intonation and prosody and that tempo-parietal area might be
involved in the processing of speech prosody. It was also suggested that exposure to an accent
other than one’s native accent, would result in its unconscious acquisition and that its
organization in the brain might be different from that of the native accent.

A learnable version of set theoretic merge
Alexander Clark, Royal Holloway, University of London
Learnability does not occupy the central role in biolinguistics that it does in the principles and
parameters program, but the problem is arguably more acute. Positing a rich language
faculty is evolutionarily implausible, and thus the burden of learnability must fall more
sharply on domain-general learning mechanisms or on third factor principles. In this context,
in order to understand what merge is we need to know how it is acquired.
As Chomsky defines it, merge is the name given to the primitive computational procedure
that combines two syntactic elements together to make a larger unit. If this is unconstrained,
then it is vacuous. Standardly it is assumed that there is a finite set of features that limit this
mechanism. The exact nature of these features is not clear – are they part of UG or acquired?
Lexicalising a grammatical formalism does not solve the acquisition problem: the acquisition
of the lexicon – the mapping of words to features – then becomes the key problem.
In the modern theory of distributional learning [3, 1] we now have a plausible idea of how
MERGE could be acquired. The syntactic objects, X, correspond merely to sets of substrings
S(X) – the set of all strings that are generated by that syntactic object. The abstract, and
unlearnable, syntactic features are replaced by the distributional lattice structure of the sets
of strings that is observable and this learnable. Recently [2] we have a constraint on which
merges are trivial and which are not based on whether the resulting object is “greater” than
the sum of the parts. This gives rise to a natural notion of hierarchical syntactic structure by
limiting merge to those non-vacuous combinations. Given two syntactic objects X and Y and
a merge operation o we say that the merge is non vacuous if
: i.e.
if the inclusion is strict. This “minimal” assumption serves to define a notion of syntactic
structure that is objective in the sense that it is based on the structure of the language, and
is thus learnable using modern techniques.
This schema is applicable both to simple merge, where S(X) and S(Y) are sets of strings, and to
cases where they are sets of tuples of strings, which gives rise to a notion of internal merge
similar to that in minimalist grammars [5] and multiple context free grammars [4]. This allows a
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unified treatment of displaced constituents and cross-serial dependencies, while limiting the size
and complexity of UG to a minimum.

How to Merge Abruptly, Silently, and Successfully
Wayne Cowart, Dana McDaniel, K. Heather Thompson,
Tatiana Romanchishina, University of Southern Maine
Chomsky's instantaneous account of the origin of Merge has provoked considerable
controversy [1, 2]. We address two sources of disagreement.
One issue concerns the burst of modern behavior about 40 kya, taken as evidence for
sudden appearance of Merge. Several lines of evidence suggest much earlier fully modern
behavior [3, 4]. Using data on the ongoing human population explosion [5, 6], we
demonstrate that culturally dramatic events need not closely follow genetic changes upon
which they ultimately depend. Therefore an instantaneous account of Merge is compatible
with a wide range of dates. Arguably the most dramatic consequence of the Merge
innovation is that it enabled humans to function as 'information-fixing' organisms. This
derives from the strong compositional relation between Merge-based structures and the
interpretations they invoke. Whether applied in private thought or public communication,
Merge serves to 'lock' conceptual elements into abstract relations. Exploitation of this
capacity, however, is constrained by the social/cultural context within which it is exercised.
Large communities with complex socio-political and economic differentiation may gather,
integrate, preserve, share, and exploit larger bodies of information. Secondary innovations
such as mnemonic techniques, scribal practices, writing, printing, and computing technology
all have the power to vastly amplify the consequences of Merge-enabled thought and
communication. Hunter-gatherer bands within which Merge appeared could benefit
dramatically. But fitting individual communities to the specific challenges of a local
environment would also call for a strong tendency toward cultural conservatism. This would
often be essential to the survival of the community because the life-ways of the elders would
incorporate various behavioral and cognitive cultural adaptations essential to meeting local
environmental challenges. We propose that the combined effect of these factors could
account for long periods during which Merge conferred significant advantages on cognitively
modern humans without producing clearcut archaeological traces of the Merge innovation.
The second contentious issue is Chomsky's skepticism about a linguistic precursor to Merge.
Contra Chomsky, we argue that a protolanguage was necessary to the initial effectiveness
of Merge. Though instantaneous appearance may be inherent in the concept of Merge [7],
the operation needs a pre-existing foundation to be effective [8]. Bickerton and others have
proposed protolanguages incorporating simple combinatoric mechanisms. However, we
argue that the concatenating mechanism discussed by Bickerton cannot form a path to the
compositionality principle [8]. We propose instead an aggregating function that better meets
this requirement. We argue that this function could promote the emergence of a protolexicon and the differentiation of its items into functional types, foster the emergence of
elements far more abstract than those of typical animal systems, and by these means lay a
foundation of materials to which Merge could apply from the outset. We propose that this
aggregating function has a continuing role in modern language in the analysis of coordinates.
We cite various lines of evidence supporting this proposal and review behavioral results
suggesting that coordinate structures, relative to experimental controls, do not hierarchically
structure a sequence of conjuncts, but do exhibit aggregation of certain of their semantic
properties. We conclude that with the right formulation of the combinatoric properties of a
proto-language, this proposal can help to explain how Merge, despite having appeared
9

suddenly and silently (without externalization), could have made an immediate functional
contribution to the quality of thought available to its possessors.

On the recursive properties of adjunction
Manuel Español-Echevarría, Université Laval
In this paper we propose an analysis of post-VP adjuncts in SVO languages in which (a)
adjuncts are generated at a different plane from the one in which the structures they are
attached to are assembled, cf. Chomsky (2004), and (b) adjuncts may be integrated into main
structures in syntax through attachment at the bottom of these structures.
We follow Chomsky (2004) in claiming that adjuncts are generated in separated planes,
probably in order to fulfill a C-I interface requirement on richness of expressive power, more
concretely predicate composition, which cannot be met through Merge. We further argue
that adjunct attachment to the top node of a phrase introduces a point of symmetry, cf. [1], to
be solved in the syntactic derivation, cf. Moro (2000), Di Sciullo (2005). This point of
symmetry is effectively solved by merging adjuncts to the bottom of the VP they attach to.
This Merge operation can be seen in part as a “tucking in” effect, cf. Richards (1997).
The proposed approach to adjunction allows for an account of the dichotomy between Rightadjunction configurations and VP-shell/Cascade configurations in the analysis of VP-adjunction,
cf. [2], Larson (1988), Pesetsky (1995). The Right-adjunction configuration, cf. [2a], and its
subsequent effects, corresponds to the structure of adjuncts at the plane attached to the main
phrase, whereas the VP-shell configuration, cf. [2b], corresponds to the VP-internal position of
adjuncts once “integrated” into the main phrase. Further evidence for the proposed approach will
be provided from Focus-projection, cf. Selkirk (1995), Hornstein and Nunes (2008) and
Kahnemuypour (2009).
Finally, we will discuss the consequences of our proposal for the general issue of recursion in
natural language. Certain types of VP-adjuncts are extremely recursive, as shown by the
example of purpose clause recursion in [3], cf. Bach (1982), Jones (1991). In this case,
recursion develops both at the C-I interface, since each new predicate formed by the attachment
of a purpose clause is the subject of a new purposive predication, and in narrow syntax, since
each new purpose clause is recursively attached at the bottom of an existing VP. On the order
hand, other types of purposive expressions such as Rationale Clauses show a more restricted
type of recursion, cf. [3], cf. Jones (1991). We argue that the simultaneous existence of two
distinct types of recursive processes favours the robustness of recursion.
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Manipulating Shared Semantic Features across Noncognates: an
Empirical Approach to Examine Distributed Feature Model
Zahra Fotovatnia and Ferdos Taleb, Islamic Azad University of Najafabad
In a masked priming experiment, concreteness value of the presented stimuli was manipulated
such that three groups of words with differing values of concreteness were created. One group
of main stimuli included cognate translation pairs with low level of phonological overlap; however
they were assumed to have complete semantic overlap across languages. The other group
consisted of highly concrete words which were proposed to share a set of semantic features.
Finally, the third group included highly abstract words which were considered to have low level
of featural overlap. Concreteness values were taken from MRC psycholinguistic database
(available on the web at http://www.psy.uwa.edu.au/mrcdatabase/uwa_mrc.htm). Each of the
targets were preceded once by a translation prime and the other time by a control prime
matched with the translation equivalent primes on length, frequency and concreteness. The
frequency
of
Farsi
control
primes
were
taken
from
Bijankhan
Corpus
(http://ece.ut.ac.ir/dbrg/bijankhan/). Farsi Control primes chosen for abstract targets referred to
abstract concepts whereas the ones matched with concrete targets referred to concrete objects.
Two lists were constructed such that if a target was preceded by its translation equivalent on
one list, it was paired with its control prime on the other list and vice versa. A group of
unbalanced Farsi- English bilinguals were first tested in within language lists in order to find out if
they were able to process L1 primes under determined masking condition. As for the next stage,
the same participants were tested on the main stimuli in a lexical decision task with a masked
priming paradigm in L1-L2 direction(Farsi-English) in order to find out whether early automatic
priming effect could be obtained at the semantic level across the two languages or not. Cognate
translation pairs showed the highest level of priming in comparison with two other groups.
However, no significant difference was found between concrete words as compared with
abstract translation pairs regarding the level of priming. The results of study supports dual lexical
model put forward by Gollan, Forster, & Frost (1997); however it poses some constraints on
Distributed Feature Model proposed by De Groot (1992). The findings of the study are
discussed in terms of a mixed model which explains why L2 words are not represented as
distributed features at the beginning stages of language learning.

Parallel Merge, Multiple Agree, and Complex Event Formation
Monica Irimia, University of Toronto
DEPICTIVES: FORMING COMPLEX EVENTS BY ADJUNCTION. Inside the class of socalled optional subcategorizing predicate complements (Bresnan 1982), the ‘free’ depictive
subtypes (as illustrated in 1b, c, d, see also Timberlake 1988, Rothstein 1985, 2005, Winkler
1997, McNulty 1988, Chomsky 1981, 1986, etc.) raise non-trivial questions about structure
building operations, recursion, and the typology of Merge. Crucially, minimalist
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implementations have to address the observation that these syntactic objects are in a sense
distinct from both typical complements (in that they can be iterated), and typical adjuncts (in
that reiteration is not unbounded, but severally restricted to two members of the same broad
class), as shown in (2):
1. FREE DEPICTIVES: OVERLAP RELATIONS
a. The mani ate tiredi.
b. The man ate the fishi rawi.
c. The mani wrote the letter tiredi.
2. COMPLEMENTS OR ADJUNCTS
a. I drink lemon juicei neati freshi. (Halliday 1967)
b. After prancing naked into the office drunk, John’s career came to a sudden end.
(Simpson 2005, ex. 28)
This paper proposed an account whose main syntactic ingredients are the process of Parallel
Merge (Citko 2005, see also Hornstein 1999, 2001) under Multiple Agree (Hiraiwa 2004, Boeckx
2004, Chomsky 2008). The starting point is the cross-linguistically valid observation that “free
depictives” are like other types of depictives, and resultatives, “part of an intricate system of
building predicate meaning in the verb phrase, which is distinct from the sentence margin
adjunct system.” (Simpson 2005) This specialized procedure is assumed to be closely
connected to the process of serialization with a parametrization along the feature [+/-person]
matched in complex event formation. The main claim is that “free depictives” are similar to
restructuring complexes, in that they involve a bare adjectival head (similarly to Wurmbrand’s
2001 restructuring non-finite predicates), which does not project a subject specifier layer (also
Marantz 1984, Williams 1983, Rothstein 1985, etc.). Argumental secondary predication is
parasitic on main predication, as a result of Multiple Agree (following Hiraiwa 2001, 2004,
Chomsky 2008); the process is initiated by a functional restructuring head which flags these types
of syntactic complex predicates. The proposed structure builds on ideas from Cinque (2005)
regarding the nature of restructuring. Crucially the implementation is distinct in that it is proposed
that types of restructuring complex predicates in which at least one of the predicates is larger
than a head are constructed in syntax, via a process of Multiple Agree initiated by a functional
head containing an [uComplex Pred] feature which needs to be checked against more than one
predicative head.

Across languages, depictives (as well as resultatives) bear specific morphology (dedicated
predicative Cases as in Finnish, Russian, special morphology as in Chinese, etc.) which
supports the existence of a dedicated functional projection. Thus, what is represented in (3) as
PREDβ [dep] is decompositionally [DEP [PREDβ]]. The conclusion is that although these objects
are introduced by processes of Parallel Merge or in a Sideward fashion, as a result of the
Multiple Agree operation they are treated more similarly to complements. At least five pieces
of evidence support this dual behavior: i) similarly to adjuncts, free depictives preserve their
independent intonational domain (see Winkler 1997); ii) similarly to complements, they are
subject to processes of restructuring (see also Stowell 1989), or overt incorporation into the
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main predicate (van der Auwera and Malchukov 2005); iii) as opposed to typical adjuncts, they
do not constitute extraction islands (as seen in example 4 in Romanian);
(4)
EXTRACTION OUT OF SECONDARY PREDICATE: ROMANIAN
a.
De
cine a
fugit speriată
t]?
Of
who has
run
afraid/scared.F.SG.
‘Of who did she run away scared <of who>’ (of who as a modifier of scared)
EXTRACTION OUT OF ADJUNCT (ISLAND)
b.
*Pe
cine a
lăudat
Maria în
timp ce
vizita?
ACC. who has
praised
Maria in
time when visited?
‘Who has Maria praised while she was visiting <who>’.
(iv) again distinctly from more canonical adjuncts, free depictives have to exhibit aspectual
and sortal matching with the matrix predicate; for example, individual-level predicates are
not possible with aspectual non-homogeneous main predicates:
(5)
a. *He was eating intelligent. (he was intelligent while eating)
b. He was eating intelligently.
(v) as shown by the Romanian example in (4), the free depictive carry overt agreement
features, contrasting with typical adjuncts. The mechanics of Multiple Agree enriched with a
theory of long-distance Case agreement (tied to subtle aspectual specifications, as in
Richardson 2007) is used to explain the free depictive agreement patterns. The conclusion
reached in this paper is that secondary predicates of these types do not contain PRO. No
current theory of PRO is able to account for the patterns of dedicated predicative Case
alternating with argument host Case matching, cross-linguistically (see also Ceccheto and
Oniga 2005), while the other features generally require perfect match. Enriching the theory
of PRO in order to account for these special configurations would simply amount to nullifying
it. Therefore this paper supports GB accounts postulating that ‘free depictives’ attach to the
structure of the main predicate as adjuncts without PRO (Rothstein 1985, McNulty 1988).
Finally, ‘free depictives’. are also similar to certain types of ‘non obligatory control’
infininitives in that they a) don’t require a local antecedent (see 1c), b) necessitate a ccommanding antecedent (they are not allowed with applicatives or obliques crosslinguistically, contra Pylkkänen 2008) c) permit sloppy readings only under ellipsis, as shown
in (6); e) license parasitic gaps (7, from Pylkkänen 2008).
(6)
John ate the meat tired, and Mary sick.
(7)
Which country did he die for <which country> still loyal to <which country>?
These similarities show that these two classes share important structural properties and
mechanisms which should be enriched in such a way as to give an account of their status as
classes in between adjuncts and true complements.

“Move over Move”: Agree-driven syntax in an expanded search domain
Alexandra Motut and Kenji Oda, University of Toronto
In the Minimalist framework, the compositionality of syntax in human language is thought to
be accomplished by two operations: Merge and Move. The concepts of “Merge over Move”
and economy were issues central to earlier Minimalist theory, but have subsequently been
found to have many problems, both conceptual and empirical (Castillo et al 1999, Shima
2000, Hornstein 2009:50). Though in recent years debate on these issues has fallen quiet,
the problems inherent to the Merge over Move story remain unsolved. We argue that the
Merge versus Move debate is moot, and that the dichotomy is nonexistent. We propose that
there is only one operation in the narrow syntax—Agree—and that “Move” and “Merge” are
reflexes of (and parasitic on) this operation. “Merge” and “Move” in the traditional sense do
not constitute independent operations capable of competition. We further argue that
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“locality,” broadly construed to cover both local and non-local relations, is the only
“economy-like” constraint active in the narrow syntax, and that access to the lexicon is
mediated by locality, where the search space of Agree has been expanded to subtrees and
syntactic (or lexical) elements beyond the subtree containing the Probe.
Expanding on the Probe and Goal model of Agree (Chomsky 2000), we expand the search
space of the Probe beyond the immediate subtree(s) under construction, such that P Agrees
with the closest Goal, G, as defined in (1). Departing from Chomsky (2000:122), we suggest
that the search domain of P, D(P), is not limited to the sister of P, but includes the nonsister
of P. In fact, there are attested cases where the search domain must be expanded beyond
the immediate (sub)tree: for example, in certain cases of sideward movement (Nunes 2004).
Our system further expands the search domain into the area traditionally labeled the formal
lexicon, eliminating the need for mediating constructs such as the Numeration/Subarrays.
Within this system, both “Merge” and “Move” are Agree-driven. Agree is entirely featuredriven, and it may occur with or without movement. “Movement” of a goal, G, to a Probe, P,
is triggered when G and P Agree for a feature that has an EPP property (see [2]). Under a
probe-driven “Merge” parasitic on Agree (see [3]), “Merge” occurs when there is no Goal
within the sister of P bearing feature F which can value F on P. In this case, the Probe
continues into the search space of the workspace, which conflates the workspaces of other
subtrees along with the formal “lexicon” (which we take, in DM style, to be a collection of
formal features without encyclopedic knowledge), to find a lexical item or syntactic object, G2,
which has agreeing features. Such a mechanism is conceptually necessary to account for
instances of “first Merge,” providing independent evidence for this proposal.
Our system builds on Chomsky’s (2004:110) insight that “ ‘displacement’ […] is ubiquitous in
language [… and] is not an ‘imperfection’ of language.” The system capitalizes on the idea that
‘Move’ is neither more complex nor less conceptually necessary than ‘Merge,’ that displacement is
somehow primary, and reduces the compositional mechanism of the grammar to “internal Move”
and “external Move” (thus reducing the traditional Merge-over-Move asymmetry to the trivial
“Move-over-Move”). The formerly independent “external Merge” and “internal Merge” are parasitic
on Agree and do not formally compete; empirically, this system will derive effects similar to a
traditionally conceived “Move over Merge” system (Shima 2000).
Further consequences of this proposal include abandoning concepts of the Numeration,
Lexical Subarrays, Global Economy, and multiple workspaces. These simplifications further
the methodological goals of the Minimalist Program.
(1)
Where P is a Probe, and G1, …, Gn are potential goals, P Agrees with the closest
Goal as follows:
(i) If P c-commands only 1 local Goal, G1, then G1 is the closest goal.
(ii) If P c-commands more than 1 local Goal, G1, …, Gn, where G1 asymmetrically
ccommands G2, …, Gn, G1 is the closest goal.
(iii) If P c-commands no potential goals, a non-local Goal, G3, is the closest goal,
where two elements are “local” iff there is some node which dominates both
elements (and one element is “non-local” to another iff there is no node which
dominates both elements).
(2)
Probe-driven “Move” parasitic on Agree:
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(3)

Probe-driven “Merge” parasitic on Agree:

The acquisition of NP recursion in English-speaking children
Ana T. Pérez-Leroux, University of Toronto, Anny P. Castilla, SUNY/Fredonia,
Susana Bejar, University of Toronto/Scarborough,
Diane Massam, University of Toronto
Recursion, the ability to iterate syntactic constituents inside constituents, seems to present
substantial difficulties for children. In spontaneous interactions children show difficulties
understanding and using recursive genitives, such as daddy’s daddy’s name (Snyder &
Roeper 2005). Comprehension studies indicate that children provide flat, non-recursive
interpretations to recursive possessives in English and Japanese (Limbach & Adone 2010;
Roeper 2011). What is the source of these acquisition difficulties? Recursion is the outcome
of the application of the basic operation of merge, which should be unrestricted, but its use
depends on language-specific knowledge of phrasal labeling and selection. In second-level
genitive recursion a case head selects another case head; thus, its selectional demands are
more complex than in the general cases of phrasal stacking, such as in prepositional
modification. Do children have specific difficulty with genitive recursion, or a general problem
with syntactic complexity?
Our study examines children’s acquisition of first and second-degree nominal recursion for
genitive and prepositional phrases. Nominal recursion is ideal for the study of the
development of syntactic complexity, since the relations involved, possession and
modification, are among the earliest semantic primitives available to young children. If the
problem is specific to the selectional demands of the genitive construction, we expect
children to be substantially delayed with genitive as compared to PP recursion. If the
problem is specific to phrasal complexity, we predict no differences between types, and first
and second-degree recursion to be two separate developmental steps. Children were
prompted to produce recursive NPs by means of a question whose answer involved
identifying an object that could only be uniquely identified with a recursive NP structure. A
control task was used to elicit coordination of three NPs.
(1)
(2)
(3)

Who is crying?
The baby with the woman with the flowers
What is flat?
Elmo’s sister’s ball
What is he carrying? A ball, a bicycle and some flowers.

Participants were monolingual English-speaking preschoolers and adults (younger, n =25,
mean age = 3;07; older, n = 21; mean age = 5;01; adults, n =11). We measured mean
number of NP produced and mean number of recursion strategies (including ’s, PPs, relative
clauses, etc.). Children approximated adults’ ability to coordinate three NPs, but we
observed substantial development in children’s performance with the recursion task. Group
differences were found in the number of noun phrases expressed [and the number of mixed
recursion strategies used (Figures 1 & 2). However, we found no difference in the
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development for genitive vs. PP recursion, and, generally, children who produced recursive
genitives were also able to produce recursive PPs. Finally, one level recursion (of either type)
did not make second level recursion directly accessible (Tables 1 & 2). The striking
difference between coordination and recursion shows that the difficulty is not simply NP
recall, but structural complexity. Further, the distribution of genitive vs. PP, and one vs. twolevel recursion suggest that complexity rather than selection is the source of acquisition
difficulty. Our results have implications about the independence of syntactic (phrasal)
development from lexical (selectional) development.
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No Words without Syntax, Nor Syntax without Words
Joana Rosselló, Universitat de Barcelona, Txuss Martin, New York University
and Celia Alba, Universitat Pompeu Fabra
Whatever definition we adopt of linguistic recursion relates it to an unbounded combinatorial
procedure to build sentences. That procedure operates on words (roots, stems, morphemes,
depending on your framework). It is however often disregarded that the words that enter the
recursive procedure have an internal structure that comes from another unbounded
combinatorial capacity that operates on meaningless units, and is responsible for the openendedness of human lexicons. Our thesis in this presentation is that we are in front of two
different implementations of a single underlying combinatorial mechanism that yields a
discrete infinity of either sentences or words, and that both combinatorics entail each other.
The split in two implementations gives us a maximally optimal linguistic architecture that
adapts internally not only to other central components of the mind such as a dual memory or
the conceptual-intentional systems, but also to the sensory-motor apparatus. Now, that they
come from the same source is shown by a variety of factors including that (i) both
implementations combine units to form meaningful structures; (ii) both implementations are
unbounded and yield discrete entities; (iii) their unboundedness is not likely to be the result
of any external adaptive necessity; (iv) it is highly implausible that two independent
evolutionary events created the two systems separately.
While the centrality of recursion goes undisputed in syntax, the combination of meaningless
elements to yield words, generally known as Duality of Patterning (henceforth DP), is seen
as unrelated to recursion, something we reject (ROSSELLÓ 2006). Alongside this, we
address some of the problems that have to date plagued the concept of DP. Firstly,
HOCKETT’S 1958 original formulation is often misunderstood in the evolutionary literature
(HURFORD 2002: 319; PINKER 2003: 32; STUDDERT-KENNEDY 2005: 50; FITCH 2010:
19, 94 among others), in the sense that it is considered a mere restatement of the fact that
languages have syntax and phonology. For Hockett, however, DP refers to the idea that
minimal meaningful units are built out of meaningless elements, and syntax plays no role in
that definition. Secondly, Hockett doesn’t take into account that DP in language is
unbounded. We go beyond his idea and understand DP as an unbounded lexicalization
technique that combines meaningless elements into minimal meaningful units. We thus take
DP to be a basic design property of the faculty of language (FL), without which no language
is possible. Just like recursion.
Our thesis, however, seems to contradict claims by EVERETT 2005 on Pirahã, or by
ARONOFF et al. 2010 on Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL): Pirahã would lack
recursion, while ABSL would not exhibit DP. We assume the arguments against Everett in
NEVINS et al. 2009 with respect to recursion, and concentrate here on ABSL and DP. We
address some conceptual problems in ARONOFF et al. 2010, and then provide a
reinterpretation of their empirical data. The main points we discuss contra Aronoff et al.
include among others (i) their resort to current contingent glossogeny to shed light on
phylogeny, (ii) their inconsistent use of E-language and I-language, claiming that DP is a
property of E-language, something we think is wrong, (iii) their identification of iconicity and
holism in ABSL, or (iv) their idea that social convention is a requirement for systematic
phonology. We consider that convention accounts for uniformity among speakers, not for
systematicity in grammar, which is strictly individual. In light of all that, we reinterpret several
of the data offered in their paper, showing that they are better accounted for in our proposal.
In doing all this we also take issue with any theory stating that languages can lack one basic
design feature, be that recursion, or DP, and that no (proto)language is possible with words
but without syntax, or with syntax but without words.
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We have a simple memory system (in at least one way) and our language
is limited accordingly (in at least a couple of ways)
Scott Carlton Thomas, Alexandria, Virginia
Composition and recursion have been important topics in the modeling of cognition in
general—though not always presented in precisely those terms. In the cognitive modeling of
language, work has often been reductive—attempts are made to explain apparent syntactic
properties in terms of general properties of cognition. This naturally leads researchers to focus
on whether or not such reductions truly work (e.g., Sprouse et al., submitted; Phillips, in press).
Our interest here, however, is purely in the architecturally supported computations. In one
system (Anderson et al., 2004), composition comes easily (perhaps too easily), from the basic
modeling mechanism; phenomena like garden-paths follow pretty closely from the general
architecture; and support is natural and immediate, or fundamentally lacking, for precisely
those kinds of recursion that do and do not occur in language.
For us, the Anderson et al. system has two or three essential parts. Declarative memory (in
the temporal lobe, references in Anderson et al.) holds the lexicon; it’s accessed through a
retrieval buﬀer (in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex) by a production system (Newell, 1973)
for the selection and execution (in diﬀerent parts of the basal ganglia) of rules. The current
production system, though quite general, appears (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) to produce
elements of the right grain size (perhaps even ‘atomic components of thought’). One or more
activated rules cause the retrieval and grouping of items from the lexicon or working memory
(essentially implementing Merge). One pressing question concerns a child in the one-word
stage, combining gestures with those words, on the verge of entering the two-word stage
(Goldin-Meadow & Butcher, 2003; Iverson & Goldin-Meadow, 2005). A model in the style of an
Anderson et al. system would represent this as the state of being on the verge of formulating a
new production rule for taking an already-composed concept of two already-named parts, and
expressing it by the (two) words for those parts, in (a learned) order. We note, as an aside,
that the learning of one such production, applied to head-complement combinations, supports
head-directionality.
One higher-level cognitive behavior has unduly influenced modeling architectures—and
linguistic theorizing, too, perhaps. Namely: the nesting of goals and subgoals (achieving goal A
by first achieving (sub)goal B, and so on; A must be held on to until B is finished and released,
Miller et al., 1960). Seen as a (putatively) natural facet of human cognition, a simple (and
computationally convenient) mechanism—a last-in, first-out stack of goals—has thus been
found in systems such as Anderson & Lebiere, and Newell (1990). As has long been noted,
however, a stack supports—contrary to fact—potentially deep center-embedded structures
(Miller & Chomsky, 1963). Similarly, it supports general back-tracking mechanisms, potentially
eliminating all garden-path effects. Altmann & Trafton (1999, 2002) show, however, that
behavioral data on the comparatively high-level tasks are best modeled with general memory
cueing and retrieval mechanisms; hence a stack is psychologically unsupported, and the current
system of Anderson et al. does away with it. This leaves recursive composition of linguistic
material as a near impossibility except where no stack-like patterns of storage are found (e.g. in
arbitrarily deep left or right-branching); elsewhere, for comparatively low-level processes as
found in (areas of) language processing, spectacular failure is not surprising. Lewis & Vasishth
(2005) show how a stack-free system can be used to closely model language phenomena in
things like center embeddings.
There is a long tradition of positing memory resource-limits as the cause of such failures (so to
speak) of the language system (references in Lewis & Vasishth). The developments in
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cognitive modeling sketched above show that there may instead be deeper architectural
reasons for these apparent performance issues—and hence, important restrictions on the
kinds of mechanisms available for creating language.

The noncentrality of recursive self-embedding: Convergent evidence
from grammar and performance
Andreas Trotzke and Markus Bader, Universität Konstanz
Since Chomsky referred to Humboldt when thinking about the ‘creative aspect of language
use’ as a human-specific capacity and describing it by using recursive function theory,
recursion has been a prominent issue in linguistics. Almost ten years ago, Hauser et al.
(2002) argued that only syntactic recursion belongs to what they call FLN (Faculty of
Language – Narrow Sense). Although ‘recursion’ is more general than self-embedding, the
general ability that underlies the following notion of self-embedding language plays a central
role in recent discussions: “A grammar is self-embedding […] if it contains an A such that for
some ϕ,ψ(ϕ ≠ I ≠ ψ), A ⇒ ϕAψ” Chomsky (1959: 148). Specifically, in the recent
psychological literature (e.g. Gentner et al. 2006, Friederici et al. 2006), only a grammar
that can account for selfembedding languages is considered properly recursive (cf.
Sauerland & Author1 to appear). Our paper questions this centrality of recursive selfembedding both on the level of grammar and on the level of performance by focusing on
recursive center-embedded relative clauses (RCs) in German. Crucially, in contrast to the
divergence between grammar and performance models that has often been pointed out in
the context of recursive embedding (cf. Stabler to appear), our paper points toward a
unifying perspective.
On the level of grammar, we will adopt a 'strong' derivational view implying multiple points of
Spell-Out (cf. Uriagereka 1999) and argue that center-embedded structures can be analyzed
as complex forms of left-branching and, consequently, fall in one natural class with other
forms of ‘left-tail recursion’ and thus do not have a special status of their own. It will be
shown that our derivational analysis of center-embedded RCs is in line with recent
approaches claiming that the narrow structure-building operations of grammar are not
recursive at all and that recursion (in the sense of computational procedures allowing for
self-embedding) crucially involves the interfaces (cf. Arsenijević & Hinzen 2010, Surányi
2010, Zwart to appear).
On the performance level, we conducted both (i) a corpus study and (ii) an experiment
testing acceptability using a speeded grammaticality judgment tasks. Both studies were
conducted in order to determine whether restrictions on multiple center-embedding of
German RCs follow from known limitations of the human performance mechanisms that are
independent from center-embedding as such, or whether it is necessary to postulate special
constraints on center-embedding, as proposed in Karlsson (2007). Concerning (i), based on
the deWaC corpus (Baroni et al. 2009), we show that in intraposed position, sentences with
degree of center-embedding = 1 occurred about five times as often as sentences with
degree of center-embedding = 2 ((2) vs. (1)). Crucially, a similar ratio turned up in
extraposed position (sentences with degree of center-embedding = 0, cf. (4), versus
sentences with degree of center-embedding = 1, cf. (3)). Concerning (ii), we tested the
acceptability of the major structures investigated in the present corpus analysis by applying
the method of speeded grammaticality judgments to syntactic issues (cf. Ferreira &
Henderson, 1991). Both the corpus distribution and the performance of subjects in the
judgment task dovetail well with the analysis proposed on the level of grammar: center-
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embedded structures fall in one natural class with other complex forms of left branch
embedding and should therefore not be regarded a special – let alone a central – property
of syntactic structure-building. In particular, only the lengthy dependency between the
antecedent NP and the clause-final verb makes complex intraposed relative clauses difficult
to process, and not recursive self-embedding as such.
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